This paper presents a methodology for the automatic extraction of specialized Arabic, English and French verbs of the field of computing. Since nominal terms are predominant in terminology, our interest is to explore to what extent verbs can also be part of a terminological analysis. Hence, our objective is to verify how an existing extraction tool will perform when it comes to specialized verbs in a given specialized domain. Furthermore, we want to investigate any particularities that a language can represent regarding verbal terms from the automatic extraction perspective. Our choice to operate on three different languages reflects our desire to see whether the chosen tool can perform better on one language compared to the others. Moreover, given that Arabic is a morphologically rich and complex language, we consider investigating the results yielded by the extraction tool. The extractor used for our experiment is TermoStat (Drouin 2003) . So far, our results show that the extraction of verbs of computing represents certain differences in terms of quality and particularities of these units in this specialized domain between the languages under question.
Introduction
Since automatic extraction of terms has become one of the basic and essential tasks in any terminological and terminographical project, two types of lexical units, among others, are considered, multi-word terms (MWT) and single-word terms (SWT) . In spite of the fact that MWT are the most sought-after units, we are interested in SWT. Our interest in these units stems from the fact that they can be particularly problematic, especially when it comes to automatic extraction.
Moreover, less attention is paid to such units in specialized dictionaries, as MWTs are predominant. Within the category of SWT, we are particularly interested in verbs. Verbs received little attention in terminology, because terms are mainly considered to be nouns (Guilbert 1973; Rey 1979; Sager 1990 ), or if they are considered as terms, that is because they are conceived as derived from noun terms.
Automatic extraction of verbal terminological units (VTU) constitutes a challenge for different reasons. In a domain such as computing, certain terms are being exposed to a migration from a specialized language to the general one. This is what is meant by the phenomenon of determinologization (Meyer 2000) . So, it might be a difficult task to recognize such units with an automatic extraction system. Furthermore, VTUs (and generally any SWT of any part of speech) may be polysemous units, and they do not differ at the surface-level from other lexical units (Lemay et al. 2005) . For example, verbs such as read in English, lire in French and qara>a ‫)قرأ(‬ in Arabic 1 might be tricky enough to be recognized as candidate terms by an automatic term extraction system because a difference should be made between senses in which a person can read (a newspaper, for example) and senses in which a computerized program can read (program reads data).
Therefore, in our present research, we discuss the steps leading to automatically extracting specialized verbs from specialized multilingual corpora, and investigate any particularities which a language might have. The steps constituting our methodology are based on an advanced multilingual term extractor called TermoStat (Drouin 2003) . This term extractor is based on corpus comparison techniques. It exposes an analysis corpus (AC) to a reference corpus (RC) in order to discriminate lexical units with frequencies that are significantly deviated from a theoretical referential frequency found in the RC. The languages under question are Arabic, English and French and our domain of interest is computing. The extractor is designed in such a way that a user can extract candidate terms of any part of speech desired in these languages. In addition, it gives the possibility to extract MWTs or SWTs independently and it generates concordance lists for these units. The results of the extraction undergo manual filtering and terminological validation to ensure that the units obtained are domain specific. It should be pointed out that Arabic language has not yet been integrated officially to TermoStat. It is still under experiment.
The structure of this paper will be as follows. In Section 2 we present the state of the art of previous work based on comparative method. In Section 3 we describe our methodology and the way the extraction was performed. In Section 4
1. For Arabic terms, we give the transliterated form with the original one (Arabic characters) between brackets. Moreover, the linguistic variant used in our research is the MSA, Modern Standard Arabic.
we present our results, and in Section 5 we discuss our results and we give an evaluation. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude with general remarks.
Previous work
As mentioned in the introduction, automatic term extraction is one of the most essential tasks in modern terminography. It has become an important part of computer-aided tools (CAT) and natural language processing (NLP). Generally speaking, term extraction implies two steps: identifying candidate terms and filtering the extraction results to eliminate units that do not belong to the domain in question (Abed et al. 2013) . So, since the methodology of extraction we used is based on corpus comparison, our main focus will be on major work and projects that are based on this technique, starting from the earliest ones till the most recent. Moreover, since we are concerned with SWTs, we will chiefly be interested in presenting extraction methods for this type of units.
To extract units specific to a specialized domain using the comparative method, two techniques are followed (Rayson and Garside 2000) . Either a specialized corpus, or the analysis corpus (AC), is compared to a general language corpus, or the reference corpus (RC); or two or more different "equal" corpora are compared to each other. In these methods frequencies of the items are being compared between the different corpora. This implies that the more "frequently a unit appears in a corpus, the more likely it is to be significant in this corpus. " (Lemay et al. 2005, 232) In other words, the use of a lexical unit in a specialized corpus gives an idea of how specific this unit is to the domain. Moreover, in this method of term extraction a distinction is made between three major classes based on the candidates being extracted: positive specificity, negative specificity and unsurprising forms. These classes have been given different labels by authors.
The first studies and researches did not have a terminological perspective; they were rather based on extraction of specific vocabulary of a specialized discourse. All started with the work of Muller (1967 Muller ( , 1977 who used textual statistics in his research on the theatrical works of French playwright Corneille. His statement that the vocabulary of a text is part of larger lexicon 2 (1967 ( , cited by Monsonego 1969 paved the way for other researchers to use the same method or to come up with other techniques based on his method in their endeavors to discover vocabularies of specialized discourses. Muller used a hypergeometric model that aimed at comparing specific fragments to a whole oeuvre. He introduced such notions as "positive characteristic vocabulary" and "negative characteristic vocabulary" to classify subsets of the vocabulary of these fragments.
Later on, other researchers in computational linguistics developed techniques for the extraction of vocabularies, again with no terminological perspective. For example, Lafon (1980) and Lebart and Salem (1994) worked on discourse analysis using the same hypergeometric model. They isolated the vocabularies belonging to the analyzed discourse depending on the statistical deviation that the forms might represent from the theoretical model. Likewise, Ahmad et al. (1994) employed roughly the same method, but with a different technique that they called "co-efficient of weirdness" to isolate the lexical particularities from a specialized corpus. Church and Hanks (1990) worked on collocations using mutual information (MI). Since then, this comparison method has been also used in order to pinpoint corpus specific vocabularies (Scott 1997; Kilgarriff 2001) . Finally, Kilgarriff (2001) , using the British National Corpus (BNC), investigated the uses and distribution of male/female differences for contrasting lists of most different words gathered using the Chi-square test with those gathered using the Mann-Whitney test.
Within terminology, corpus comparison method has gained the attention of a number of researchers. For example, Nelson (2000) analyzed the business English vocabulary. His method consisted of comparing three different corpora (the Published Materials Corpus, the Business English Corpus and the British National Corpus). Rayson and Garside (2000) worked on field reports of a series of ethnographic studies from an air traffic control center. They designed the log-likelihood measure that relies on frequency profiling. Chung (2003) based her method on a ratio used as a tool depending on the comparative ranges and frequencies of word forms between a technical corpus and a comparison corpus. Based on the works of Lebart and Salem (1994) , Drouin (2003) devised a term extraction technique exploiting the standard normal distribution of lexical units. Units that exhibit a non-standard distribution are used as a starting point to identify candidate terms.
Finally, other methods for terminology extraction exist for SWT recognition. These imply statistical, linguistic and hybrid techniques. For example, Fung (1998) used statistical method for extracting SWTs from a bilingual English-Chinese corpus taken from the Wall Street Journal for English and the Nikkei Financial News for Chinese. Similarly, Rapp (1999) used a statistical method to extract SWTs from a comparable journalistic English-German corpus. Déjean and Gaussier (2002) investigated a medical comparable English-German corpus. Xu et al. (2002) based their method of SWT extraction of financial management and stock market terminology on an unsupervised hybrid text-mining by adopting the TF-IDF classification method. Likewise, Abed et al. (2013) presented a hybrid method based on statistical and linguistic filters in extracting SWTs as well as MWTs from Arabic Islamic documents. The authors used a simple POS tagger to identify MWT with given syntactic patterns and the TF-IDF to rank SWT candidates.
Methodology

TermoStat: A general overview
The term acquisition method in TermoStat is based on a three-stage process: pattern matching, corpora comparison and candidate term ranking and filtering.
The system uses normalized set of tags so that pattern matching can be made part of speech (POS) tagger independent. This set can be easily modified, expanded and maintained. For the current work, TreeTagger was used as the input POS tagger for English and French. The POS tags are used by the system that extracts terms based on patterns. Such patterns are described using regular expressions that allow matching both at the POS level and the lexical level. For the purpose of the current paper, our extraction was limited to verbs and single word nouns. Once the patterns are applied to corpora, the system creates an initial list of candidate terms.
In the second stage, the software relies on a comparison of the frequencies of the lexical items in two corpora: a RC (corpora of journalistic nature of 8 million words for both English and French) and an AC. The hypothesis is that the AC and the RC can be merged to form a larger virtual corpus (VC) and that the AC is then considered as a subcorpus of the VC. If it is the case, word frequencies should not vary in the subcorpus and terms should be distributed normally (from a statistical point of view). Based on the specificity test proposed by Lebart and Salem (2004) , we use a statistical test to measure deviance from the standard normal distribution.
Once the corpus comparison is completed, the list of candidate terms is ranked in decreasing order of specificity and a threshold is used to filter candidates. The specificity score can be mapped to a probability and, by default, a value of 3.09 is used as a cut-off point to eliminate candidates. This threshold basically means that the odds of the high frequency observed in the AC being due to chance are less than 1/1000. Lowering the threshold to 2.33 or to 1.96 would lower the corresponding probability to 1/100 and 5/100. Even though all values are computed, the Web interface of the tool solely presents candidate terms of the highest quality.
Integrating Arabic language to TermoStat
It is well known that written Semitic languages such as Arabic pose many challenges to NLP. These range from character encoding, rich and complex morphology (involving concatenative and templatic means, as well as cliticization of numerous function words) to relative free word order in syntax and non-compositional semantic constructs at the lexical level (Habash and Sadat 2006) . The example we give here is the word wasayaktubwnahA ‫,)وسيكتبونها(‬ which means "and they will write it". It is composed of three prefixes (a conjunction, markers of time and gender), the stem (ktb, to write) and two suffixes (the inflection and a pronoun).
Within the present study, we had to plan and test a processing chain of steps in order to feed the term extraction tool in a very standard way. In particular, TermoStat needs as input tokenized and lemmatized raw text corpora in order to compare frequencies of the lemmas that appear in an AC to the ones in a RC. This is not an easy task as there are not as many freely available tools for the Arabic language as in English or French. In particular, decent lemmatization is very difficult as written Arabic does not encode short vowels (leading to massive ambiguity of surface forms), and that lemmatization tools rely on lexicons that may include obsolete words from Classical Arabic that are no longer used in Modern Standard Arabic (leading to noisy data that jeopardizes the disambiguation process).
Our first attempt was to install and test the MADA toolkit (Habash et al. 2009 ). The tool works as follows: after a tokenization phase, it "diacritizes" all words (i.e. it reintroduces the short vowels in surface forms) generating for each all the alternatives corresponding to the different possible morphological analysis. In a second step, based on statistical calculi that are made on the context where the words are found, a "best" morphological analysis and lemmatization is chosen among the different hypotheses. Soon we realized that this tool was not adequate as a great proportion of words were not assigned the appropriate analysis or lemma in context.
As MADA is considered the best "all-in-one" freely available tool, we decided to follow another path. The strategy consisted in splitting the job between two different tools: on the one hand, we would use the Stanford POS Tagger (Toutanova and Manning 2000; Toutanova et al. 2003 ) to perform the tokenization task and the selection of the parts of speech in context; and on the other hand, we would use AraComLex (Attia et al. 2011 , Attia et al. 2011a to carry out the morphological analysis and the lemmatization task. In Table 1 , we give an example of an output from our Arabic corpus processed with AraComLex and Stanford. The sentence being analyzed is how to scan files from viruses through the internet and without a software. Following this path, one difficulty remained: in some cases, we would have to reconcile the analysis made by the different tools. As we observed, this situation happens in two circumstances. The first one is related to the fact that the AC and the RC (the RC is of a journalistic nature of 16 million words) contain words that are not known within the lexicon of AraComLex (in this case, we would have to supply them to the tool); the second is when the POS Tagger would give a wrong part of speech to certain words in contexts (in this case nothing could be done, as we do not have either the material or the time to train the tool on a new corpus).
Compiling specialized corpora
Since TermoStat is based on comparing lexical units between an AC and a RC, one has to start by compiling the AC for the three languages. We chose to compile a comparable AC in order to obtain homogenous and significant results. The documents composing the corpora come from two different subdomains of computing, namely programming and PC maintenance. For each language, we chose two programming manuals, one on Linux and the other on Python, and one PC maintenance manual. The size of the corpus for each language 3 is approximately 600,000 words (see Table 2 ). For English and French, documents are original texts. However, for Arabic, the corpus contains two translated documents and one original. 
Pre-processing
As all the texts of our corpora were PDF files, it was necessary to convert them into plain texts (.txt format) with UTF8 encoding. To make sure that all the files had the same encoding, we had to do some adjustments. For example, with French texts, we verified that all characters had the right encoding. For Arabic, the task was more laborious. First, converting files into plain text format was not easy. With certain documents, the conversion eliminated many characters, or words got mixed. The presence of English words within the Arabic texts, led to problems related to character encoding as well as layout problems. For this, we used a webbased tool called cloud convert (cloudconvert.com/). This tool is freely accessible online and it can convert PDF files in a way that the return encoding is determined by the user. Another tool used is a freely available converter called PDF to Text Converter Expert (macdownload.informer.com/pdf-to-text-converter-expert/). We used these tools for French and Arabic documents.
Managing specificity
Regarding specificity, we mainly investigated units with a frequency higher than that observed in the RC, i.e. the positive specificities (SP+). The hypothesis we are making here is that lexical units with SP+ are probably domain specific. As discussed in Section 3.1, TermoStat uses a default value of 3.09. However, we considered units with a specificity threshold of 1.96 and above. Such a specificity threshold would enlarge the scope of analysis to cover more units (compared with threshold of 3.09). Moreover, this threshold was used by some researchers (Lebart and Salem 1994; Muller 1977) , as stated in Drouin (2002) .
Results
In order to manage the output delivered by TermoStat, the candidate VTUs were sorted by specificity classification, with the VTUs of higher specificity being at the top of the list (Tables 3, 4 and 5). 
Filtering results
After obtaining the results, it was necessary to filter certain units that would not be considered in the final analysis. Filtering the results was done manually and in a systematic way, meaning that our method was composed of two steps that we will discuss in the following sections.
Tagging errors
The first step was eliminating any form that was not relevant to the targeted units, i.e. verbs. We consider these forms as belonging to tagging errors. Within tagging errors lie the following types of units: abbreviations and acronyms, other parts of speech (nouns, adjectives and adverbs), function words and any other vague forms (forms that we could not identify). As stated above, filtering out those units was done manually. In the case of other parts of speech, the contexts played a major role in detecting the meaning of certain units (see 4.1.3), especially in cases of homography. For example, we observed that verbs such as download, upload and command came in two different forms, verbs and nouns. Examples of tagging errors are given in Table 6 . 
General language units
The second step was filtering out units that did not have any terminological status. Those units fall within the sought-after units, except that they do not have any specialized value. Those units belong to the general language. The identification of these units went through two steps. In step one, verbs that belonged to the general language discourse were eliminated. Those verbs are used by authors as part of their style of writing (Lorente 2007, 366) . In step two, remaining verbs were analyzed, and accordingly, they were either eliminated or kept for terminological validation. In Table 7 , we give examples of these units. 
Concordance list
In order to detect anomalies in the extracted lists of verbs and to identify potential terms, we had to refer to the concordances of each unit in order to examine its immediate environment. This environment is the contexts that can be found to the right and to the left of the unit. In Figures 1, 2 and 3 , we give examples of concordance lists of three verbs. These lists are generated by TermoStat itself. However, the Arabic example is not from TermoStat, since this language is not yet totally integrated into the extractor. We used WordSmith Tools (Reppen 2001) for the processing of the Arabic verbs. As shown in the figures above, the verb in question is to execute for the three languages. According to the contexts, the verb to execute is surrounded by terms such as operations, scripts, commands and orders. For us, this constituted a clue to discover the terminological status of the verb. However, context was not the only element to consider. Other things were taken into consideration, such as the relevant meaning of the unit to the overall domain. With the help of concordances, we found out that the verb to execute is related to a process within the domain of computing through which a user (or a machine) undertakes a certain function in order to activate a computing component (software).
After applying these filters, we obtained the lists that were ready to be examined for the terminological validation.
Results of filtering
Once filtering the results was over, we gathered some statistics on the number of units we decided to keep and to eliminate from the lists. In the following, we present the total number extracted, units kept (candidates) and units filtered out. For the latter, we include details on the number of general language units (GLUs) and tagging errors (vague forms, other parts of speech and abbreviations and acronyms). (Table 8) . Table 8 , the last category of tagging errors (Abb. & Acr.) is empty. We did not find any abbreviations or acronyms in the list produced by the extractor. Moreover, we observed a considerable number of units other than verbs. These units were the result of the conflict between the tagger and the morphological analyzer discussed earlier (see Section 3.2). As for vague forms, we found a number of forms that we could not identify. We believe that this was due to the fact that the POS tagger recognized certain fragments of a word as being whole units.
For English
For the 546 lemmas extracted, we obtained the following results (Table 9 ). In the case of English, the number of vague forms is high. Moreover, since our corpus had texts dealing with programming, the POS tagger considered certain abbreviations and acronyms as being verbs. As for other POS, for certain units, we realized that the extractor proposed the gerund and the past participle forms as candidates. For example, the verb to download exists in two forms in the list: download and downloading.
For French
For the 840 lemmas extracted, we obtained the following results (Table 10) . As shown in Table 10 , lots of tagging errors were found for French. Like English, we realized that the extractor proposed a good number of abbreviations and acronyms as candidates. Obviously, those were programming instructions (and other acronyms used in computing) coming originally from English. As for vague forms, like Arabic, the high number of these forms was a problem we noticed with the tagger as not being able to detect certain fragments of words. We believe as well that this might be a problem with the conversion of documents into plain text format.
Specificity
After obtaining the final results, we found it important to examine the specificity of the units we selected for validation and those we decided to eliminate. The question of specificity is particularly important, since it helps us to better understand the performance of the extractor and the relatedness of verbs to the specialized domain. As far as eliminated units are concerned, for English, most of the units filtered out were somehow concentrated towards the bottom of the lists. Units with a specificity of 7.9 and below included several tagging errors. Things got worse when the specificity dropped lower than 5. Units with a specificity of 1.96 were mostly filtered out. For French, as indicated earlier, many tagging errors were found. We could not determine the specificity range for the eliminated units, as they existed almost everywhere in the list (several positions: top, middle, bottom). For example, the following forms were observed as having high specificities: tkinter (a module used in Python programming language) 71.22, vista (a version of Windows operating system) 50, veuillez (please) 55 and txt (abbreviation of text) 33.73. Towards the bottom of the list (below 4.1), general language units were more common. For Arabic, like French, we could not determine the specificity for those units that we decided to eliminate. However, things looked much worse, as the number of tagging errors was much higher.
As for the units that we decided to keep for terminological validation, for the most part, they were situated at the top of the list for English and French. Nonetheless, in certain cases, the specificity might drop to as low as 1.96 (meaning at the very bottom of the list). For example, French units such as recréer (to recreate), renommer (to rename) and protéger (to protect) were all situated at the bottom of the list with specificities of 2.75, 2.21 and 2.19, respectively. For English, units with low specificity did not have high occurrences. For example, the verb to reconfigure has a specificity of 1.97 and with only one occurrence in the corpus. Another example is the verb to reload. This verb has a specificity of 2.44 with only 4 occurrences in the corpus.
Regarding Arabic, for units we decided to keep, the selection procedure was not at all an easy task. A meticulous verification of concordance lists was done, given the complex morphology of the language itself. As far as the specificity is concerned, candidate units had to a certain degree a fluctuating specificity. For example, at the top of the list, specificity for candidates ranged between 87.07 for a unit such as Eamila ‫)عمل(‬ (to run) to 34.87 and 18.32 for units such as EaraDa ‫)عرض(‬ (to display) and naqara ‫)نقر(‬ (to click). Units situated at the bottom of the list with low specificity had high occurrences in the corpus. For example, DabaTa ‫)ضبط(‬ (to set) (+8.02), Ha*afa ‫)حفظ(‬ (to save) (+2.95) and xaz~ana ‫)خزن(‬ (to stock) (+3.63) have occurrences of 299, 290 and 182, respectively.
Certain particularities
Since we obtained such surprising results for Arabic verbs, we were curious enough to see whether there were any verbs worth considering whose specificity fell under the threshold discussed. So, we decided to take into account all the lemmas that TermoStat yielded, i.e. without a specificity threshold. We reproduce in Table 11 the results for Arabic, but this time lemmas with negative specificity will be included. As shown in Table 11 , we took into consideration units with positive specificity (S+), units ranked with an unsurprising specificity (S=) and units with negative specificity (S−). We found out that certain verbs of this category (negative specificity) could be considered as terminological ones. The same procedure was applied to English and French units. By doing so, we realized that, for these two languages, units under the threshold of 1.96 ranged between tagging errors to general language units. Very limited number of specialized units could be observed. Examples of units examined are shown in Table 12 . Even though we found it worthy enough to investigate further those units, only the ones with a specificity threshold of 1.96 and above were considered.
In the following section, we validate the chosen VTUs, and we will be looking in depth at those for Arabic.
VTU validation criterion
As stated in the introduction, since specialized verbs are not often found in specialized dictionaries, we decided to validate the terminological status of our candidate VTUs by applying a list of criteria. The validation process takes into consideration four criteria as proposed by L'Homme (2004) . These criteria are:
1. The meaning of the VTU is related to the specialized domain: in this case, a specialized dictionary is needed; 2. The nature of semantic actants, 4 if they are admitted as terms: like in to format a hard disk; 3. The morphological relationship between the VTU and its derivatives, if they are admitted as terms: the kind of morphological relationship between to install and installation; 4. The paradigmatic relationships between the VTUs 5 : on the paradigmatic axis, a relationship can be of synonymy, antonymy, etc.
Applying these criteria to the entire list of candidate VTUs gave a good overview as to their terminological status. However, it is worth mentioning that not all of the four criteria can be applied. Certain VTUs could match all of them, others could match only two. For example, some VTUs did not have a definition in the dictionary (criterion 1), and some did not have a corresponding derivative (criterion 3). Verbs such as to apply, French appliquer, Arabic Tab~aqa ‫,)طبق(‬ do not have
4.
According to the Meaning-Text theory (Mel'čuk et al. 1995) , a semantic actant of a lexeme is a lexical meaning which occupies an actantial semantic position associated to this lexeme in the lexicon.
5.
The last two criteria are in line with the Meaning-Text theory (Mel'čuk et al. 1995). any semantic relationship (though they have a morphological one) with the noun form, application, French application, Arabic taTbyq ‫.)تطبيق(‬ In Tables 13, 14 and 15, we give five examples for each language (the first five VTUs from each list). For the first criterion, we verified the relatedness of the English and French VTUs to the domain via a multilingual electronic dictionary available online for computer and Internet terminology. The dictionary is called the DiCoInfo (olst.ling.umontreal.ca/cgi-bin/dicoinfo/search.cgi). For the Arabic language, we consulted an online dictionary called Almaany (www.almaany.com) . This dictionary is a general one, in the sense that it contains general language units as well as vocabularies of different domains, including computing. 
36.94 Not available in Almaany
18.32 Available in Almaany
As shown in the three tables above, for English and French, all the examples matched the criteria. For Arabic, certain VTUs simply do not appear in the dictionary, and certain VTUs do not have morphological derivatives or paradigmatic relationships.
Some particularities regarding validation: English and French
In some cases, validating the terminological status of VTUs could be problematic. For English, a VTU like ignore is used in the corpus in two different ways: sometimes it is used in a general context to denote the action of ignoring something and sometimes it is used with a specialized meaning to denote the action of ignoring a command or a computer peripheral.
Ignore what it says on the box: A UPS gives you maybe five minutes of computer power. The purpose of the On-Line or Select button is to tell your printer whether to ignore the computer.
Another case for English is the VTU to corrupt. Since it is only found in the past participle tense, it is tricky enough to judge whether to consider it.
Nizar Ghazzawi, Benoît Robichaud, Patrick Drouin and Fatiha Sadat
The file system may get corrupted.
For French, we came across a VTU such as piloter in:
Il existe un certain nombre de ces langages, avec des variantes pour piloter les diffé-rents modèles et marques d'imprimantes du marché.
(There is a number of these languages with variants to pilot the different models and printers' types in the market).
At the first glance, this verb seemed to be specialized, but we could not verify its terminological status due to the fact that there are not enough contexts. Another example is the VTU rafraîchir (to refresh) which TermoStat ranked with a specificity of 2.77. According to the contexts, this verb represents a terminological meaning (mettre à jour, to update), as in:
Dans les deux cas, on n'oubliera pas de rafraîchir la base de données.
(In both cases, we will not forget to refresh the database).
However, because there were only four contexts for this verb, we were left in doubt as to whether it should be retained or not. As a matter of fact, since our analysis of terms and their behavior in texts is based on a bottom-up technique (Teubert 2009 ), contexts constitute for us the evidence for the use of terms in the specialized domain. For example, in order to make sure that criterion 2 can be applied, maximum participants should be investigated. Consequently, a bigger corpus could always be a more fertile environment, especially when dealing with verbs.
Some particularities regarding validation: Arabic
For Arabic, VTUs with negative specificity were highly problematic, and the absence of certain verbs was something that should be considered. To begin with, as mentioned, terms with negative specificity were at first eliminated systematically from the extraction list yielded by TermoStat. According to Drouin (2003) , these are forms that are distinguished by their statistically significant behavior in the corpus, but in a negative way. In the case of Arabic, we found out that a good number of these verbs could have a specialized meaning. For example, for the verb HafiZa ‫)حفظ(‬ (to save), we found in several contexts that the above-mentioned criteria could be applied to it as explained in Table 16 . 
Ha*afa ‫)حذف(‬ (to delete) (antonym)
Another example with a lower specificity is the verb >qlaEa ‫)أقلع(‬ (to boot). Consider Table 17 . The conclusion we have reached is that the specificity of these terms is "rather semantic and not purely lexical" (Drouin 2004, 81) . Moreover, other elements observed in the extraction lists can be added to our conclusion, such as the linguistic phenomenon of homography and polysemy which are highly problematic in the Arabic language of technology. Drouin (2004, 81) concludes:
Multiple phenomena come into play in this case, including homography, polysemy and de-terminologization (Galisson 1978; Meyer and Mackintosh 2000) . In order to be able to identify the lexical items that were missed, one must also look at semantic aspects. Without an additional level of tagging that could take meaning into account, these items cannot be accurately retrieved using a purely statistical approach.
The polysemy that exists in verbs is because in terminological creation, two procedures come into play: neology of form and neology of meaning (Rondeau 1984) . The kind of neology we mostly have is the latter. This issue can be easily observed in units such as Ham~ala ‫)حمل(‬ (literally meaning to load) that has acquired the specialized meaning "to download" found in computing. Yet, this meaning was not distinguished by the morphological analysis. As far as homography is concerned, Arabic is considered to be of a highly complex morphological system (Habash 2010) . The absence of the written short vowels in lexical units creates confusion. For example, the verb TabaEa ‫)طبع(‬ (to print) is proposed two times in the extraction list. The first time, it is proposed with its real meaning (to print), but the second time as Tab~aEa (to stamp), a meaning which is not expressed in the corpus. The presence of gemination on the "b" (marked by the "~" sign in the example) changes the meaning of the word.
Finally, verbs in technical languages (in the field of computing to say the least) are more often subject to nominalization, due to the fact that in terminology verbs receive less attention compared to nouns (L'Homme 2015) . In technical Arabic, the presence of support verbs (and certain verbs that accompany nominal forms) is a way of substituting the verbal form by a nominal one. According to our observations, in the Arabic corpus, constructions such as the following are very common: qum bitaHmyl Almalaf ‫امللف(‬ ‫بتحميل‬ ‫)قم‬ (do the download of the file)
In such a case, the nominal form seems always to be preferred. Examples of these verbs are:
Now that we have the results for the three languages, and before we move on to our last section where we will talk about the precision of the extraction, we would like to examine the first ten units produced by the extractor. Those units represent the ones with the highest specificity, and therefore, the most significant in the corpus. Our aim is to see which ones could be common for the three lists of candidate VTUs. Let us consider Table 18 . From what can be observed in Table 18 and according to the first ten units analyzed, the only VTU that is among the top ten units in the three lists is the English VTU to click, with the corresponding French cliquer and Arabic naqara ‫.)نقر(‬ For Arabic, it comes at the fifth position, while it is at the first one for English and French. Apart from that, we realized that English and French have only two VTUs in common, English to configure and French configurer, and English to connect and French connecter. As for Arabic and French, they have only one VTU in common, Arabic AxtAra ‫)اختار(‬ and French sélectionner (to select). Finally, we found that Arabic and English have also two VTUs in common: English type, and Arabic kataba ‫)كتب(‬ (to write), and Arabic EaraDa ‫)عرض(‬ (to display) and English to display. Concerning the first couple, both designate the same meaning of information input. However, kataba ‫)كتب(‬ (to write) is polysemous, it designates the idea of writing a program as well.
Evaluation and discussion
In Sections 3 and 4, we presented all the steps constituting our methodology for the extraction of specialized verbs in the domain of computing and we talked about the results. In this section, we will discuss some issues ensuing from the methodology and the results obtained. First, we will talk about the precision of the extractor for the three languages. Second, we will discuss the extraction of nominal units and we will compare them to the verbal ones.
Precision
Since we are dealing with verbs, examining the precision of the extractor was an important issue to look at. Our evaluation of precision is based on the total number of retained VTUs that are relevant to the domain of computing. We focused on units produced by the extractor before and after filtering (tagging errors). We produce in Tables 19 and 20 what we observed for the three languages. In Table 19 , the extraction for English seems to give the best results, compared with Arabic and French. Note that the precision here is calculated according to the overall units extracted without any filtering. Moreover, in this calculation, we did not take into consideration the units with unsurprising specificity or negative specificity (=S and −S) for Arabic (this applies to Table 20 as well). In Table 20 , things seem to change for the three languages. Precision for both English and French looks to be comparable. However, for Arabic, the precision is the lowest. Considering these precision values and the results obtained from the overall extraction process for Arabic, we decided to see whether the extraction of nominal form of verbs might perform any better in terms of results and specificity. In the following section, we will go through certain details regarding the three languages and we will do some comparisons.
Comparison between VTUs and NTUs
We start with the assumption that in Arabic technical language the nominal terms are predominant (Ghazzawi 2016) . To confirm this assumption, nominal terms were extracted from the very same corpus used for verbs. Then, we analyzed the first fifty nominal terminological units (NTU) (deverbal nouns only) and their corresponding VTUs. In Table 21 , we give some examples taken from the top of the list. As shown from the examples in Table 21 , NTUs are considerably different from VTUs in terms of specificity. The units in the table are taken from the top of the list produced by the extractor. As we went down further in that list, other units showed exactly the same thing. Moreover, certain units (NTUs) did not simply have corresponding verbs (VTUs). The only exception found is the verb naqara ‫)نقر(‬ (to click). This verb has a specificity of 18.32 and almost 438 occurrences in the corpus. Its corresponding nominal form, naqr ‫)نقر(‬ (click), has a negative specificity of 9.27. As we analyzed the contexts in which this verb was found, we realized that it came, for the most part, in its imperative form. To sum up our comparison for both types of units, in Figure 4 , we show our conclusion for the fifty units analyzed. The raison for which we chose to analyse 50 units was that we intended to analyse what we believed to be the most used specialized units in computing according to our corpora.
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Figure 4. VTU/NTU proportions in Arabic
The same experiment was done on English and French to see whether the same thing could be observed. As stated in the introduction, in the terminological literature, it is a general assumption that terms are mostly nouns. For those two languages, the corpora showed some interesting facts. In Tables 22 and 23, we give examples of proportions for nouns and their corresponding verbs, according to their specificities. For the NTUs, we took the ones with the highest specificity, taken from the top of the list. All in all, NTUs seemed to have higher specificity (at least for French). However, for both languages, we discovered some exceptions. Some verbs had higher specificities than their nominal forms. The most significant example we give here is the verb to click, French cliquer. Just like Arabic, this verb has higher specificity than its nominal form. As a verb, for English, it has a specificity of 81.26 with a frequency of 387, whereas its nominal form has a specificity of 28. NTUs represent a higher usage in the corpus compared with VTUs. In English, the difference seems to be less important compared with French.
Conclusion
In the present paper, we presented an extraction method based on corpus comparison for discovering specialized verbs, VTUs, in a comparable corpus. The specialized domain is computing and the languages being studied are Arabic, English and French.
For English and French, results yielded by the extractor seemed to be satisfactory in terms of results. As for Arabic, surprising results were obtained. It was found that verbs were not highly significant in the domain of computing. We showed that nominalization of verbs played an important role in Arabic texts. It was shown as well how support verbs participated in systematic rendering of verbs into nouns. For English, it was not exactly the case, since the difference between verbs and nouns extracted was not that big. For French, the difference between these two units was obvious in terms of occurrences and specificity. The terminological validation of the resulting units was based on four criteria. The majority of verbs matched them. However, certain verbs did not match all the four. We concluded that it was not an ultimate condition for a verb, in order to be retained, to match all the criteria. We explained how contexts could be of use when validating the terminological status of a verb. When compiling a specialized corpus, we encountered some difficulties. It was not an easy task converting documents into plain texts. The procedure of converting was, to a certain degree, hard enough and we had to consider certain techniques. The most problematic part was the encoding, as with converting, certain parts of the texts changed into other encodings (the desired encoding being UTF-8). Finally, we believe that much work needs to be done on Arabic tagging system and morphologic analyzer. Contrary to English and French, Arabic still has a way to go in this regard, as the freely available tools did not fully satisfy our needs. Moreover, more attention has to be paid to specialized Arabic, as most of the researches are carried on the general language.
